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Washi Tape Card Case/Note & Gift Card Purse

Supplies:  Basic White Cardstock, Washi Tape, Avery 73601 Self-Adhesive Laminating Sheets, 9 
x 12 Inch, Snap Buttons, Wide Score Tape.

Alternate Supplies:  Basic White Cardstock, Patterned Paper Strips, Avery 73601 Self-Adhesive 
Laminating Sheets, 9 x 12 Inch, Velcro Dots, Wide Score Tape or white glue.

Cut a Basic White cardstock layer 6" x 8 7/8"•
Score at 3/4" and 4 7/8".  Burnish score lines with a bone folder.•
Flatten layer and place in front of you with 3/4" score line closest to you.•
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If you're using DSP strips, with wide score tape, cover the layer from bottom to top leaving 
the score lines exposed. then proceed to place your strips from the side closest to you to the 
top.  (you can also brush on white glue if you don't have score tape).

•

Begin at the bottom edge closest to you, start covering the score tape with your Washi Tape 
patterns.  

•

Trim off the excess on each side.  •
Cover your design with an Avery Laminating Sheet.•
Cut two Basic White pieces measuring 3 3/4" x 2" and score on the 2" side at 1/2", 1" and 1 
1/2".

•

Accordian fold each piece.  These are your side inserts.•
Place either white glue or adhesive on each outside piece of the accordian fold. (I used Tear 
& Tape).

•

Attach each accordian folded piece to each side of the top portion of the purse.  Attach about 
1/8" up from the center score line.  

•
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Fold the bottom up and press on each side of your taped accordian fold to attach the front 
portion to the accordian fold piece.

•

Monica used a snap button for the closure, but you can also use a velcro dot or create a 
matching belly band.

•

Fill with a few matching note cards, add a matching tag and you have a beautiful handmade 
original.  

•

I great gift to make someone smile.•
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